
Unifying Network visibility, Network control, and Network
Governance to streamline secure IT service delivery

UNIFIED ENDPOINT FIREWALL
SECURITY

ditno's centralised management platform
harmonises network security controls and network
governance across Windows and Linux servers,
running within on-premises, public and private
clouds and hybrid environments.

The platform continuously collects logs from each
device to build the necessary security rules to
create a Micro-Segmented Network. 

Risk and security teams apply Network Governance
models to assess these controls in real-time to
identify and limit exposure. 

Security teams can quickly mitigate risk by
isolating services within seconds and have
complete visibility of service dependencies.

Every device needs to be trusted before accessing
the network.

Discover IT service relationships

Classify and govern network access in real-time

Define compliant Application profiles 

Automated Micro-Segmentation

Protect individual workloads

Contain threats and minimise the impact of a
cyber security incident

Maintain consistent Trust across Hybrid
Environments

Simplify network traffic analysis to ease
troubleshooting

KEY BENEFITS

Traditionally, organisations have implemented a ‘flat network’ which allows all devices to connect to each
other. This has left organisations exposed to insider threats as they can move throughout the network
freely. Organisations have been trying to better manage and understand their network exposure for years, it
has proven to be complex, expensive and an operational burden.

An organisation should be aware of every connected device and the exposure it creates.

Single Management Platform to Manage Network Exposure



A lightweight agent, designed to have zero
impact on the performance the server.

Deploy the agent to hundreds of servers within
minutes.

Utilise Machine Learning (ML) to build the initial
network security policies required to protect
individual workloads.

Visualise application dependencies and
highlight superfluous network connections.

Automatically create a Micro-Segmented
network within 6 weeks.

Create Network Governance models to identify
risk and assist with regulatory requirements.

Asses current state and easily identify non-
compliant network configuration and exposure.

Understanding current exposure enables an
organisation to prioritise security initiatives
correctly.

Separation of duties between risk and security
operations.

Confidently report on the entire organisation's
network exposure.

Eliminate complexity by applying consistent
network security across all IT services.

Remove unused rules that no longer serve a
valid purpose.

Remove rules that allow access beyond what is
necessary to meet business requirements.

Reduce the total number of exploitable IT
services and prevent attackers moving freely
throughout the network.

Feed logs to SIEM to help identify threats and
isolate them via ditno's management platform.

 

Always on audit of network security controls to
align to risk profile.

Avoid critical services being exposed by
ensuring appropriate access.

Consistent governance models across diverse
workloads (On-premises and public cloud).

Effective and efficient use of network security
to ensure an organisation is deploying IT
services securely.

Improve IT service exposure in a measurable
and cost-effective way.

KEY FEATURES

UNIFIED ENDPOINT FIREWALL SECURITY

AUTOMATE SECURE BASELINE UNDERSTAND CURRENT EXPOSURE

REAL-TIME NETWORK GOVERNANCE REDUCE THE ATTACK SURFACE
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https://www.ditno.com/request-a-demo

